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 Braking  Steering
 Speed  Deceleration test

iBAT Roller bench Plate bench

Posi t ioning Free, provided that 
it is in the Wi-Fi 
coverage area. 

Easy repositioning

Fixed 
with floor trench for 

rollers

Fixed 
with access platform

Simultaneous 
Test

At least two 
acquisition tests, 

with other systems in 
stand-by mode

One One

Safety Locking No Yes No

Uncertainty Low Low Error possibility during 
vehicle positioning 
on the plate if the 
operator fails to 

maintain the speed 
constant (frequent)

Maintenance Low maintenance 
due to the absence of 

mechanical parts

Ordinary maintenance 
of mechanical moving 
parts and electronic 

components

Ordinary maintenance 
of mechanical and 

electronic parts

Tabella comparativa:

Application f ields of iBAT:
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iBAT advantages:

 Direct and indirect kinematic measures

 Creation of time charts rather than 
single measures

 Verification of test conditions and 
test reproducibility

 Assessment of recorded performances

 Test time reduction

 No technical fixed infrastructures to 
be installed before test execution (benches/brakes/platforms)

The hardware to be associated to iBAT can be dimensioned according to 
the range of application. 

iBAT  is the new data real-time multichannel acquisition 
system with a high sampling and transmission rate of 
wireless acquired data for vehicle field tests. It can be 
used for checking parameters such as acceleration, speed, 
braking distance, steering behaviour, deceleration. It’s a 
smart roller bench.

It is a flexible, light-weighted and field transportable 
module: the vehicles have no more to be transported 
on a test area, because it is the test system that is 
transported to the vehicle.

iBAT is able to calculate the following parameters:

Mean and maximum  
acceleration

Maximum speed

Acceleration and 
 braking distances

Trajectories: direction, 
deviat ion and angle

 Acceleration 
 Speed
 Braking distances
 Deceleration
 Changes in the three main axis 
 Angular variations: roll, yaw, pitch
  It can also be equipped with other analogue 

sensors for measuring data accompanying 
the test such as battery charge, current, 
brake pedal position, operator interface 
controls, etc.

iBAT enables you to measure the following:


